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PV-267 
A Novel Drug Candidate for Multiple Sclerosis 
 
Provid Pharmaceuticals Inc. was founded to discover novel therapeutics for autoimmune diseases using peptide 
mimetics technology.   Provid’s strategy has resulted in the discovery of PV-267, a small molecule drug candidate 
for the treatment of multiple sclerosis (MS) and leads for rheumatoid arthritis and other autoimmune diseases.  
 
Provid’s MS drug candidate, PV-267 uniquely inhibits the MHC Class II molecule HLA-DR2b, the most 
important gene target in the autoimmune disease process in MS.  MS is genetically linked with HLA-DR2b 
(DRB1*1501).  DR2b is carried by a majority of MS patients (ca. 700,000 worldwide) and binds and presents 
antigenic myelin fragments to autoreactive T cells, triggering the autoimmune response that accompanies 
damage to the myelin insulation on nerves, leading to MS disease symptoms.  Provid designed PV-267 to bind 
exclusively to DR2b, blocking antigen binding.  PV-267 has been shown to disrupt the autoimmune process in MS 
animal models and in human cells from DR2+ patients, studies performed by Prof. Thomas Forsthuber at the 
University of Texas San Antonio and published in November 2013 in the prestigious Journal of Immunology.  
 
Commercial Opportunity.  The market for MS therapeutics worldwide exceeds $14 billion. There is a clear 
medical need and huge market for a superior MS drug.  PV-267 would be expected to garner >$2 billion in annual 
sales based on its combination of high efficacy and superior safety.  PV-267 would also be the first personalized 
medicine approach to MS treatment, directing the therapy only to DR2b+ patients and the most relevant disease 
mechanism.  Simple diagnostic tests can identify DR2b+ MS patients who would benefit from PV-267 treatment 
and blockade of DR2b is a biomarker for assessing mechanistic efficacy. The DR2b-specificity is expected to 
afford a pathway for PV-267 to be a first-line therapy for DR2b+ MS patients.  The initial focus would be on the 
large populations of early and relapsing-remitting MS although the DR2b genetic association extends to 
progressive forms of MS. 
 
PV-267 is unique in its potential for high efficacy in MS coupled with superior safety compared to current 
drugs.  Established first-line MS drugs are only moderately effective and produce significant side effects.  Some 
newer, “disease-modifying” drugs have higher efficacy, but have side effects and carry a significant risk of 
compromising the normal immune system, risking serious infections and death.  Oral drugs have recently become 
a significant approach to treatment, although they have serious safety issues and/or treatment side effects.     
 
Recent data have shown that PV-267 has high oral bioavailability in a proprietary formulation being 
developed in collaboration with Enteris Biopharma.  Oral efficacy, while not essential to test the concept of 
the DR2 inhibitory mechanism, is an important factor commercially and for the MS patient.  The Enteris 
formulation in preliminary studies demonstrated over 40% oral bioavailability.   
 
Early Clinical Proof-of-Concept.  Because of its DR2b antagonist mechanism, it is feasible to assess 
immunological efficacy in DR2b+ individuals in early clinical trials, greatly reducing the clinical development risk 
and clearing the path for a targeted phase II efficacy trial.  These studies are being planned by our Clinical 
Advisory Board under the leadership of Prof. Larry Steinman at Stanford.   
 
Development Plan. Provid will pursue preclinical and early clinical studies of our DR2b inhibitors. Provid would 
partner with a pharma company for late stage clinical trials and commercialization.   
 
Partnerships, Funding, Commercialization, and Patents. To date, the development of PV-267 has been 
financed by the company, by grants from the NIH, by funding from our partnership with Fast Forward, the venture 
philanthropy arm of the National MS Society, and the NJ Economic Development Authority.  The mechanistic 
novelty and unique chemistry of the DR2 inhibitors have resulted in granting of composition of matter and method 
of use patents in the US and Europe covering PV-267 and other MHC inhibitors.  
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